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I.

ling Division (“PPD”) of the California Public Utilities Commission 

(“Commission5’) issued its original straw proposal on February 20, 2014. Three days of 

workshops were held on March 19-21,2014. Alternate “redline” straw proposals were filed by

numerous parties on April 7, 2014. Administrative I.aw Judge (“AI.J”) Wong issued the refined

straw proposal (“RSP”) on April 17, 2014 and held a prehearing conference ( ) on April

29, 2014. A Scoping Memo and Ruling was issued on May 15, 2014.1 Consistent with the

procedural schedule set by AI.j Wong at the rid in the Scoping Memo, these comments are

timely filed.

As requested by AI.J Wong at the aid in the Scoping Memo, these Opening

Comments explain the position of San Diego Gas & Electric Company (“SDG&E”) and 

Southern California Gas Company (“SoCalGas”) (jointly, “SDG&E/SoCalGas”) on the RSP, and 

sets forth their suggested refinements to that proposal. First, oCalGas will discuss how

tf Tils (or in certain instances, fails to fulfill) the three “scope of issues” identified in

AI.j Wo: nda and the Scoping Memo:

(1) How can the Rate Case Plan (RCP) for the energy utilities be modified 
or updated to develop and incorporate a risk-based decision-making 
framework that places a priority on safety, reliability, and security 
concerns, along with the related revenue requirements to achieve those 
priorities at reasonable rates?

(2) Is the refined straw proposal an acceptable framework to adopt, or are 
there alternative proposals the CPUC should consider?

Scoping Memo and Ruling of the Assigned Commissioner and Administrative Law judge, May 15, 
2014 (“Scoping Memo”).
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(3) Will the risk-based framework that is adopted provide the CPIJC with 
the right tools for evaluating the safety and reliability issues that are in 
the rate case proceedings of the energy utilities?2

Second, since the RSP is plainly not workable in SDG&E/SoCalGas’ view, these Opening 

Comments will explain why that is the ease, and provides specifics of their alternative proposal. 

Lastl; &E/5o€alGas’ will address how their alternative proposal fulfills the three “scope of 

issues” listed above.

II.

Order Instituting Rulemaking (‘ > \ ; is to ensure that utilities

afety in their general rate cases (“GRCs”).3 The overarching 

objective of the Commission and the Legislature is to ensure that utilities continue to incorporate 

risk assessments into their day-to-day operations and budget processes. It is important that all 

parties keep sight of that objective and work towards achieving it as effectively and feasibly as 

possible, and make sure that as new processes are developed, they do not get in the way of that 

objective. The Commission needs to ensure that in the process of moving to risk-informed 

ratemaking, it does not unduly delay the GRC process and thus cause unintended consequences 

and problems such as rate shock, protracted delays in the implementation of safety programs, 

customer frustration, and impossible timeline goals for the Commission’s Safety and 

Enforcement Division (“SED”) to achieve.

In their last two , SDG&E/SoCalGas have experienced delays in receiving their 

decisions. For the most recent that decision came more than 16 months after the start of 

the test year, Thus authorization was not realized until nearly a year and a half after tho 

expenses were forecasted to occur. As a result of the delay, the start of necessary, new projects 

and programs were delayed, which in turn delayed the benefits of those programs. Furthermore, 

in order to meet compliance needs, funding of some new or expanded programs were deferred. 

Delayed funding skews the historical spend patterns, making forecasting in the next GRC more 

complex. Finally, regulatory accounts accrue undercollections when rate increases are delayed; 

recovery of these accumulated balances skews rates over time and adds interest costs on

The pi 

explicitly add

2 Id. at 4-5.
3 Rulemaking (“R.”) 13-11 -006 at 8-9.
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significant amounts of revenue (e.g., Asscmt ) 32 Cap & Trade required nearly

$100 million at SoCalGas in 2013).

The proposed RSP process will lead to exactly the opposite of what is intended by the 

Commission and Legislature. GRCs should be processed on time, not slowed down even further 

as would occur if the RSP process is adopted as proposed. SDG&E/SoCalGas prefer a three- 

year rate case cycle, consisting of a test year and two attrition years. However, if the 

Commission adopts the RSP (which adds at least nine months and a great deal of substance to 

the on process), then SDG&E/SoCalGas recommends that a four-year rate case cycle

be adopted, with a test year and three attrition years. This will mitigate to some small degree the 

longer processing time required by the RSP.

A.

jroposed 

showing,

which would be evaluated by SED and only add one month to the overall rate case process. In 

contrast, the RSP not only extends the currer process by nine months, but establishes an 

additional recurring (probably triennial) requirement for utilities to present all risk and asset 

management models for review and challenge by the Commission, the Office of Ratepayer 

Advocates (“ORA”), The Utility Reform Network (“TURN”), and other intervenors. This 

proposed proceeding would be the Safety Model Assessment Proceeding (“S-MAP”). While no 

specific timeline was provided for this separate proceeding, there is a clear risk that it will further 

extend the GRC process (particularly for the unlucky utility whose triennial S-MAP cycle timing 

is aligned with their litigation cycle). SDG&E/SoCalGas’ initial estimate is that the 5- 

MAP would be an 18 month process. That is not without precedent from other similar 

Commission efforts and is a realistic estimate of the time required.

In SDG&E/SoCalC

to replace the current Notice of Intent (“NOl”) procedure ’

B.

is illogical and 

least one

A reel

unnecessary.

utility :! if triennial, it will always be the same utility). The modeling processes used at

the major utilities are not the same and should be examined individually, not in a statewide

proceeding. The S-MAP proposal seems to assume that the modeling processes used at the

3
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major utilities are at a level of maturity that does not currently exist. While there is no evident 

need for a review of these models, it would be more beneficial to the utilities if their models 

wore reviewed as part of the utility-specific Risk Assessment and Mitigation Phase (“RAMP”) 

rather than the proposed statewide S-MAP. It is important to note that if the additional review of 

utility models is adopted, it will inevitably extend the timeline and require more resources from 

all parties: the utilities, intervening parties and the Commission staff. There is no apparent 

reason that a modeling proceeding needs to recur on a triennial basis (or at any regular 

recurrence interval, for that matter.) The Commission should not predetermine a permanent need 

for a procedure that has not yet been conducted even once. In contrast to the proposed S-MAP, 

s already rely on computer models (primarily for Results of Operations calculations) but 

there has never been a need for a statewide proceeding to compare these models. Given this 

history, there is no reason to assume that a statewide proceeding is needed for risk models either.

A graphical view of what the GRC schedule would look like for the three major utilities 

and the Commission SED reinforces how the process is not being streamlined. Rather, the GRC 

timeline would add requirements that would preclude reasonable process completion.
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c. r

timeline is not realistic, Among other failures, it 

provides only the most minimal, inadequate time for rebuttal testimony and commenting on 

proposed and alternate decisions. These are both critical stages in any proceeding because 

it provides opportunities for stakeholders to inform the record. As such, SDG&E/SoCalGas

believe they are of value for the AI.J in the formulation of a proposed decision. Utility rebuttal

in nnot be completed in two weeks as proposed in the RSP; among other issues there

needs to be time for discovery. This is a crucial part of the GRC and the historical “norm” for 

rebuttal testimony is four weeks. Furthermore rebuttal is the right of the utility applicants, who 

bear the burden of proof in the proceeding and are entitled to open and close. In other words 

rebuttal is not “concurrent” and is not applicable to intervenors. In addition, the »es not

allow adequate time for the “normal” comment period on proposed and alternate decisions.

These comments are important documents for the ALJ in the construction of the proposed 

decision. These shortcomings must be corrected. Given the RSP’s proposed timelines, 

workload, and additional subject matter to be analyzed, investigated, discussed, and litigated, it 

will almost certainly result in GRC decisions being delayed well beyond the beginning of the test 

year. This is the antithesis of the Commission’s streamlining goal in this proceeding.

Worse

D.

Finally, the andates two annual risk reports. These are: 1) a risk mitigation

accountability report which compares projected risk reduction to actual risk reduction, and 2) a 

spending accountability report which consists of a comparison of the project-by-project 

authorized vs actual spend. SDG&E/SoCalGas’ primary concern is with the former of these two 

reports. Even if the proposed “mitigation accountability” report might sound appealing, it is not 

practical. There is no established method to compare proposed risk reduction with “actual” risk 

reduction. Nor is it clear how “actual risk reduction” could be determined (it is certainly not the 

amount of money spent). Furthermore, if based on historical data to calculate 

statistics/improvement, one cycle may be too short for any statistical significance. And 

lastly, the degree of precision expected to be able to evaluate the actual risk reduction as 

compared to proposed reduction is way beyond any of the utilities to deliver, including Pacific 

Gas and Electric Company (“PG&E”). In order to accomplish this reporting it is necessary to

5
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determine how the likelihood of an asset failure has been reduced. For example, with regard to 

the actions SDG&E took to reduce the risk of wildfires, the exact risk reduction between 

anticipated and actual risk could not have been measured. Risk reduction is to some degree an 

art not a science. Perhaps over time information and data will improve (so the estimated and 

actual risk will be closer) but the delta between the two will still be a subject of debate.

The prof >cess with the addition of a new' RAMP phase, an inadequate

schedule for the litigation of the “traditional” I- f, plus a separate S-M l weeding, and 

multiple report development and submission requirements will assuredly increase the timeline 

and man hours to prepare for and litigate d will unduly delay its completion.

tfAPIII.

. risk management process (assessment, modeling, 

mitigation, etc.) across the California utilities. This is a heuristic but highly flawed assumption. 

The PG&E process for risk management and risk-informed GRCs is more mature as far as 

internal processes and modeling capabilities. However, despite having started earlier, PG&E’s 

process is not ideal for every utility in the State, and the other utilities are unlikely to develop 

internal processes and modeling capabilities which are the same as PG&E’s, for numerous 

reasons (including lessons learned, pre-existing procedures, different information technology 

systems, cost, scope, and structure of the companies, to name a few). Two separate tracks (both 

S-MAP and RAMP) are unnecessary. Some of the components for S-MAP can be accomplished 

in this proceeding and refinements (which are likely going to need to be more utility specific) 

can be done in subsequent RAMP cycles.

IV.

As the Commission must recognize, t id any proposed alternatives) are untested

and the RSP will be a radical change from current ratemaking. There is no way for the 

Commission to know in advance that it will function as envisioned. For example, it may be 

discovered that having stify in every GRC is an undue burden and draws away their

resources that are more needed elsewhere (e.g. for safety inspections, facility audits, and 

verification). Accordingly there should be an on-going change process based on experience 

(good and bad) so that the RSP/risk informec ratemaking process either improves, or (if it

6
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cannot be improved) is replaced with a different process that functions more efficiently and 

achieves the difficult goals of increased safety and accurate, timely ratemaking.

FRAMPSV. THE

&E/SoCalGas believe that, due to the concerns noted above, offramps should be

built into the Commission’s decision in this proceeding when it adopts its form of RSP/risk

informed making process. Any party should be able to petition the Commission for a

review and/or cessation of the S-MAP, RAMI5, or other newly adopted mechanisms.

E » , , , iSMENTVI.

cement proposal presented during ' .

The RSP has no such centralization; rather all intervenors comment/propose their own solutions 

and then the Commission adopts something based on testimony. SDG&E/SoCalGas recommend 

that the utilities submit their risk management data and plan to , f ■ ;r its review, tl f 

should issue a draft report, providing an opportunity for all parties to comment on it, after which 

aid issue its final report.

S

VII. F T

nt on a “global”

basis (and even PG&E has only a few years working on its system). The adoption of risk-based 

ratemaking is a significant change and simply cannot be rushed into without unexpected 

consequences, increased costs, and false starts that could have been avoided using a more

rneasured approach.

VIII.

The Commission should schedule a workshop on risk management model access before it 

considers adopting a form of S-MAP, much less a recurring one. The RSP recommendation is 

that all utility models, data and assumptions are open for challenge and review. However, the 

current status of risk management, asset management and integrated investment management (in 

the context of ratemaking processes) requires a strategy for development to maturity - in short an

?
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evolution, Before launching a triennial formal process, an additional workshop (or workshops) 

would be logical

IX. E

he straw proposal is attached to

these Opening Comments as Appendix A.

T j&E/SoCalGas version of the straw proposal allows the initial utility risk 

showing to be focused on safety issues and mitigation activities. (In contrast, the RSP indicates 

that the risk showing will be asset condition assessment based.) SDG&E/SoCalGas believe that 

their proposal focuses more on safety outcomes, rather than on the risk planning process. In the 

public eye, safety is the goal, not planning and risk assessment.

&E/SoCalGas’ proposal is safety-oriented and would add only one month to the 

current Rate Case Plan' schedule. As noted above, the delays built into the RSP are

unworkable, and timely GRC decisions are very important for a number of reasons, discussed in 

more detail above. Accordingly, other more timely proposals (such as SDG&E/SoCalGas’) must 

remain on the table for Commission consideration.

&E/SoCalGas have proposed a specific process which we believe would work well 

for our two utilities. Uniquely in California, SDG&E/SoCalGas file sepai pplications

but then litigate them on a consolidated basis. There is no valid reason why some utilities could 

not have a different process, particularly given their different positions in the evolution of risk 

management. For example, the modeling process (e.g. the S-MAP in the RSP) for PG&E will 

not resemble the modeling process for the other utilities, at least not for a number of years into 

the future. There is no reason to have identical processes for very different models.

Ill
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Accordingly, SDG&E/SoCalGas strongly prefer to include all issues in our proposed 

RAMP, and all within the three year GRC cycle. The other utilities are not in the same position 

as PG&E, ar i&E/SoCalGas see no reason to be forced into one Procrustean solution.

The SDG&E/SoCalGas proposal in Appendix A will provide the Commission with the 

correct tools for evaluating the safety and reliability issues that are in the GRC.

Respectful 1 y submitted,

KEITH W. MELVILLE

/s / W. MELVILLE
Atto

IAS & El.ECTRIC COMPANY and
SOU I-- 1 9 CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY 
101 Ash Street, 12th Floor 
S. g>, California 92101 
(619) 699-5039 telephone 

327 facsimile
kmelville@seinprai.itil ities.com

SAP

May 23, 2014
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Is
If.

1

Coming out of the energy crisis, the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) radically changed its 
policies around energy procurement to secure reliability as it formed the so called "hybrid market" that 
combined elements of regulated utility services with competitive markets. This process evolved over 
the years to become the Long Term Procurement Plan proceed! P). The LTPP combined two core

functions: approving short term (generally less than five year) procurement of electric energy supplies 
on an expedited schedule, and approving long term contracts for generating resources to provide 
adequate generation capacity to meet planning reserve margins.

Since the San Bruno natural gas pipeline explosion in 2010, the Commission has faced a similar need for 
transformation of its policies concerning the safety and resiliency of utility operations. In response to 
date, the Legislature has enacted multiple statutes, and the Commission has also opened several 
investigations and rulemakings; however, neither the statutes nor the rulemakings/investigations 
fundamentally changed the core mechanisms by which regulated utilities, interveners, and the CPUC 
consider and review safety and its enhancement.

Gas and electric utility General Rate Case (GRC) filings have focused on establishing cost effective rates 
that safeguard the safe and reliable delivery of energy services. Although safety and reliability are 
considerations that the CPUC balances against providing reasonable rates, there presently is no legal 
requirement in the GRC process to formally demonstrate how the risks are to be addressed. 
Furthermore, there is no requirement to establish a definable relationship between the investments 
being made and the corresponding mitigation or elimination of risk.4

The existii . process is labor is a and rightfully involves many stakeholders with varying 
interests. The purpose of this pap... ... outline a proposal for the integration of risk analysis into the 
GRC process. This paper will discuss the necessary evolution of utilizing a risk informed approach to 
utility investments. The reality of an evolving process must be addressed because (similar to a GRC) 
utilizing risk models and optimizing investments is a challenging and arduous process that will not be

4 Risk-: A standard risk taxonomy should be adopted by the CPUC. A workshop would be a good method to
develop the CPUC's risk taxonomy. The federal Department of l.lomeland Security (DHS) lexicon was discussed
during the OIR Workshops as a pre existing, comprehensively developed standard that could be used as the basis 
of initial draft standard by the CPUC. This taxonomy will aid in the successful establishment of a risk informed GRC 
process, as all parties will be using the same terminology and definitions.

A~1
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accomplished overnight. Indeed, it may take several years for the practice to be well developed. Once 
well developed, the practice is likely to evolve with better data, insight and analytics.

The proposed Risk Assessment Planning Proceeding (RAPP)/General Rate Case (GRC) process will consist 
of four components:

1. RAPP Procedures and Timeline „

2, Risk Assessment and Management

3. The RAPP Informed GRC

4. RAPP/ GRC Verification

In the next sections we will further explain each of these four components.

II.
ssrnent Planning Proceeding (RAPP) toFor the

serve a

The goal of this proposed RAPP is to develop a fundamental regulatory process for defining, acquiring, 
and disseminating risk based information that supports rate setting and project prioritization decisions. 
This new process should include the following:

Description of the utility risk, the existing controls already in place to mitigate the risk, 
and the expected mitigation results;

o

A description on the method used to evaluate the risk. For instance was the risk scored 
on a purely quantitative basis, a Subject Matter Expert (SME) basis, or a hybrid

approach;

o

A narrative on what alternative solutions were also considered to mitigate the risk; ando

The estimated risk reduction if the risk mitigation request, or presented alternative, is 
adopted

o

The RAPP should be optimally integrated into the GRC process. This will promote risk informed analysis 
throughout the GRC, firstly and especially with regards to safety, but also later to include other 
processes, such as evaluation of depreciation, which are presently not evaluated from a risk perspective. 
(Currently, evaluation of depreciation associated with rate base is a financial evaluation and is not 
evaluated for underlying risk related to the state of the asset base.) Separating the RAPP analysis from 
the GRC would exacerbate the already lengthy duration of the existing process, by adding an entirely 
separate evaluation with no rules or timelines as an essential precursor to the GRC.

From a procedural perspective, the RAPP analysis submission should effectively initiate the GRC process 
and eliminate the requirement for a Notice of Intent (NOI). This would both provide the CPUC's Safety

A-2
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and Enforcement Division (SED) approximately 4 months to review, analyze, and determine the 
technical merits of the submittal and make a recommendation to the CPUC without appreciably 
lengthening the GRC schedule. This timeframe would enable the filing utility to address the SED findings 
and recommendations in its GRC submission before its initiating testimony. This timeframe can be 
shortened if the utility is able to participate in the SED evaluation, which also would help make certain 
that the best overall risk informed investment opportunities are identified. Additionally, SED can 
provide Interveners an opportunity to understand the scope of the RAPP during their evaluation period, 
once they have had ample time to review the document. SED could hold a two day workshop to discuss 
its review and receive public comment concerning the RAPP submission. This would provide interveners 
the opportunity to participate in the RAPP evaluation, improving transparency and efficiency of the 
process. Intervening parties can use the normal discovery process to question the RAPP information 
and address findings or recommendations by SED prior to the utility's GRC application. A proposed 
timeline below compares the recommended Risk Informed GRC Process with the Current GRC Process 
(Figure 1).

Figure 1 GRC Process Comparison

Proposed GRC Process
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To facilitate the utility identification of risk priorities, the CPUC will define what California's risk vision is 
for the RAPP. Within this context, each utility can develop programs, projects, priorities, and policies for

A-3
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investment to achieve this overall vision and submit those plans for CPUC approval as part of its GRC
filing.

The underlying challenge for this risk model is the balancing of the various risk management objectives. 
In fact, as more risk objective categories (i,e„, safety, reliability, environmental,etc.) are included, 
analysis and optimization becomes more complex. Thus, the initial GRC showing of RAPP through 2018 
will be focused solely on safety. The safety vision for all utilities in California should be the elimination 
of life threatening injuries realized during typical "blue sky" daily operations. Isolating safety 
improvement as a first objective permits utilities to focus on developing a systematic and repeatable 
process that can be expanded into other areas of risk in orderly succession. As evidenced by some 
minimally successful attempts in other regulatory jurisdictions, it is unrealistic to expect that a truly 
integrated and optimized risk assessment based capital and O&iVI investment portfolio can be achieved 
quickly by any sizeable utility. Therefore, it makes sense to begin with a focus on the most important 
risk faced by utilities: safety. On an annual basis, all stakeholders will review the RAPP process and 
improve/modify as needed.

Another reason to focus solely on safety is related to the nature of the utility industry. Each utility is 
attempting to optimize investments made on a large system that has been aggregated from smaller, 
disparate companies over the last 100 years while simultaneously operating, expanding, standardizing, 
and upgrading the system. Thus, when a complete risk assessment with thorough root cause analysis is 
completed for a gas and/or electric company, the results will require various initiatives to achieve the 
safety goal as set forth by the CPUC. Specifically, because the systems are so vast and there can be a 
great number of uncontrolled intervening events, there is no realistic way to completely eliminate every 
safety risk. Certainly, some risks can be eliminated, but the remaining risks must be mitigated (pending 
their elimination), and response strategies must be developed to minimize the impact of any event.

This process should identify the safety objectives, implementation options, and the information required 
to evaluate the performance of the proposed risk mitigation activities. The CPUC's final decision would 
reflect this robust and transparent record.

a) Guiding Principles, 
There are five guiding princif 
based regulation.

foundation for proactive risk

• Risks involve uncertainty about achieving objectives. Although categories of risk, or even
specified risk events can be identified and the likelihood of their occurrence quantified, there is 
still an underlying element of uncertainty in terms of when, extent of the impact, or ultimate 
outcomes of some event. Uncertainties are expressed as both negative and positive impacts. 
Negative impacts hinder the advancement of our objectives and positive impacts promote and 
enhance our objectives. Regulation should recognize this dual role and capability of risk 
management and adopt processes that provide incentives to utilities to address and find 
innovative ways to control risk in ways that comport with and advance stakeholder objectives.

A-4
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Risk is an analytically measurable quantity, and may be reduced to a metric that is a function of 
the probability of an event and the impact of that event. Each event can either enhance or 
inhibit the ability to achieve objectives. These metrics can characterize risks that have occurred 
in the past (Lagging indicators) or can also assess our expectations of future events (Leading 
indicators).

Risk management is predicated on a comprehensive review of risks. The effectiveness of a risk 
management paradigm depends on the ability to comprehensively review all project risks 
individually and as a portfolio. Risk occurs at all levels of an enterprise so risk management is the 
responsibility of everyone.

Learning is a core competency of effective risk management. The task of resolving uncertainties 
and reducing negative risk requires that organizations plan for and embrace learning and 
continuous improvement processes as an integral part of risk management.

Transparency in risk evaluation processes and third party review is essential to developing 
robust comparable risk metrics, confidence in the measurement process, and consistency in 
overall risk management processes.

Itj GUIDELINES for Risk Assessment and Planning
dIt

;y

As the regulatory process matures, the CPUC and utilities should - at a minimum - strive to incorporate 
the following into their GRC filings:

Details and physical description regarding the most critical risks to utilities with detailed root 
cause analysis;

Data driven analysis to evaluate risk, including measurement of Inherent Risk, Residual Risk, and 
Target Risk;

Methods and projects to mitigate the risk on a day to day operational basis;

Resource requirements (technology and trained personnel) to address risk mitigation gaps;

Descriptions of situations where current risk mitigation activities may not adequately decrease 
the risk;

Cost assessments associated with recommended and alternative risk mitigation options; and

Risk informed justification for the proposed mitigation activity.

A-5
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In the proposed timeline {Figure 1), the RAPP process is envisioned as the CPUC's means to determine 
that the utility reasonably and properly used a risk informed methodology to justify the projects and 
programs brought forward into the GRC. Debate over the costs of the programs would occur in the 
customary financial review that is the traditional GRC. The utility should communicate the risks and 
needs dearly to enable the CPUC and Interveners to assess the effects of funding (or not funding) 
specific initiatives, programs, and projects. The traditional GRC litigation phase would include the SED 
risk review report that would be available for cross examination on the record, as well as the verification 
elements presented previously.

To achieve a risk informed GRC process, the CPUC should establish a reasonable and clear risk 
assessment and risk communication standard for utilities to meet. Indeed, both the public and the 
utilities would benefit from a standardized risk taxonomy adopted by the CPUC, from which the utilities 
would develop their individual risk registries.

The CPUC should establish a timeline to govern the risk informed GRC process and allow utilities at least 
two GRC cycles to achieve the desired end state. Interim workshops af decisions for the three
large California utilities that incorporates the CPUC staff, utilities, and interested parties can evaluate 
the successes and shortcomings of the RAPP and GRC processes and coliafaoratively evolve toward 
achieving the shared goal of safe and reliable service to all Californians.

The risk assessment process is designed to elicit these guidelines for risk assessment and management 
in two steps:

Identify and characterize program level risks and mitigating options, and 
Select an acceptable level of risk given a limited set of alternatives.
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Utilities may need expand it to fit their risk assessment purposes.

Figure 2 Risk Segmentation Quadrants

Once a risk is classified by its likelihood and consequence severity, the utility can then begin to rank each 
program within that classification/segmentation. Comparing across segmentation the CPUC would then 
need to determine the risk cut off (RAPP line) for all programs - see Figure 3. This level of risk 
acceptance balances all the concerns and implicitly selects projects to be adopted.

With the risk level established, the funding constraint would be established within ■ : process.

Additionally, with the risk showing similar to the one illustrated in Figure 3, the utility and CPUC can 
make decisions concerning other work and compliance relevance to safety and other risks. The RAPP 
process does not burden the CPUC with the task of reassigning those priorities but rather to review the 
appropriateness of the programs it is being requested to fund and establish a risk cut off line for the 
proposed portfolio, As previously mentioned, debate over the costs of the programs would occur in the 
customary financial review that is the traditional GRC.
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Figure 3 Risk Portfolio Presentation
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c) SDG&E and SoCalGas Risks for consideration in the first RAPP 
SDG&E and SoCalGas recommend the scope of the first RAPP to span the operational Gas, Electric: and 
Generation activities at the utilities, and to address the risks with potential safety, reliability and 
environmental consequences.

General e
;t year

ale,

:he
e

reviewed in GRCs,

The GRC approves the revenues and rates for the test year that was litigated, Year 1 is the test year, and 
for years 2 & 3 an attrition or rather post test year ratemaking is also litigated and decided in t 
The historical practice has been to litigate the post test year ratemaking within the GRC.

GRCs are typically filed every three years and are staggered to allow the CPUC and interveners to have 
dedicated staff available, A utility's base year under a three year cycle is actually the utility's test year 
from the prior GRC, However, if there is a delay, then that could impact the utility's costs in a way 
different from what was forecast,

A three year rate case cycle should be maintained, consistent with Public Utilities Code Section 314.5, 
which requires the CPUC to audit the utilities every three years, It should also be understood that the 
further into the future utilities and the CPUC proceedings forecast, the more likely it is that the risk 
showing will be reliant on out of date data or analysis, which could lead to erroneous regulatory 
decisions.
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The traditional GRC is the litigation mechanism for each utility. In the GRC, the utility will have 
addressed all the recommendations of the technical review of its risk management submission in the 
RAPP, In the GRC, stakeholders would debate the cost as well as the path the utility has chosen to 
eliminate and/or mitigate the risks identified.

To make sure the information used in risk assessment is not out of date by the time the GRC is filed and 
to make sure the utility has had sufficient time to incorporate the risk assessment developed in a RAPP 
proceeding into its GRC, we think the RAPP proceeding should be submitted in accordance with the 
timeline illustrated in Figure 1.

We envision an evolutionary process for the RAPP submission and integration into the GRC, We would 
like to initiate this process with safety and risk investment submissions for the 2017 Test Year GRC which 
would begin in July 2015 with the RAPP submission on July 1, 2015, With this compressed timeline, we 
understand that utilities will be working on their risk management processes, procedures and 
frameworks and that they will also provide a roadmap for continued maturity of their internal processes 
in their GRC testimony.

As we move along this process, the CPUC may want to consider expanding this process to include the 
smaller utilities that are subject to its jurisdiction.

>r adding a verification component to the GRC submission. The proposed 
prised of three elements:

The

a) Confirmation of utility action on RAPP report recommendations;

b) Review of risk management performance; and

c) Triennial Audit of utility risk management program

a) SED’s Technical Review of RAPP Submission 
The first element of verification pertains to the SED's technical review of the utility's RAPP submission 
and would take place upon the filing of the utilit application. That is, the CPUC would require

5ED staff to verify that the forecasted work in the utility's formal GRC application has addressed each of 
the technical recommendations from the SED report that reviewed the initial risk submission.

SED will be required to draft an independent verification and safety report for each utility prior to their 
GRC filing. The report will be based on the information that the utility provides and SED's own 
independent field assessment,

b) lOli’s Backward Looking Report on A uthorized Funds 
The second element is the backward looking report by the utility that compares the authorized risk 
mitigation to the risk mitigation spend since the previous GRC. Along with the comparative financial
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report on risk mitigation would be a safety trends report that would highlight the successes in safety 
improvement based upon the expenditures.

The utilities will submit outlines of previously authorized investments and the resulting benefits and 
reduction of risks along with the RAPP submission. Because the first round of the RAPP is proposed to 
focus on safety, utilities can work with Interveners and stakeholders to define a "State of Safety 
Scorecard" that outlines the current state of safety for California Utilities, This scorecard can also be 
used to help identify future investments necessary to achieve the safety goal of the CPUC. Utilizing the 
same scorecard for all utilities will help drive consistency and facilitate the common utilization of best 
management practices. As this RAPP process evolves, scorecards that address a wider range of risk 
objectives (e.g. reliability, environmental) can be defined for future verifications.

If desired, the scorecard can be used to track realized incidents. However, it may be more appropriate to 
have a separate process that requires reporting for certain types of safety events with a root cause 
analysis and recommendations for future avoidance. This separate process could be treated as a 
collaborative effort geared toward improving the system with benefits for all. Any reporting system 
should be confidential, voluntary, non punitive, independent, and focused on continuous improvement. 
To enable the reporting system to produce solutions that protect critical infrastructure, detailed 
information may be provided in testimony during the GRC by one witness specifically identified in the 
GRC and redacted prior to public distribution of the report.

Recently, the California State Auditor report (Report 2013 108 released March 2014) provided various 
recommendations regarding the CPUC's need to improve the auditing of certain investment accounts 
made by utilities, Through the State of Safety Scorecard, detail can be provided that meets the audit 
requirements of the CPUC for certain utility investments. This will enable reconciliation of investments 
that address safety risk and serve as a useful audit for the CPUC, Likewise, where significant capital 
investment strategies are utilized to replace existing infrastructure, capital rate base tracking systems 
and modern technology can be utilized to maintain accurate rate base structures and promote 
streamlined rate making processes, Elements of the scorecard could be used to satisfy those public 
interests who desire some tangible and sensible summary of utility efforts toward risk reduction, and 
the CPUC's exercise of its oversight authority,

c) SED's 3 Year Risk Assessment Audit
The third element is the SED risk mitigation audit process that will occur every three years that will 
review the utilities risk evaluation and mitigation process, procedures, methodologies and governance.

Every three years, the SED will conduct a risk focused audit of the lOUs risk assessment and 
management practices and will produce a report that will be available for all parties for use in the GRC. 
Elements of the scorecard proposed in element 2 may be used for purposes of this audit, This audit 
should conclude prior to the initiation of the RAPP phase in a fashion such that findings of the audit may 
be incorporated by the utility into their RAPP submittal.
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formed GRC process will ultimately improve the investments made by utilities 
throughout the state. However, due to the complexities associated with conducting effective risk 
informed evaluations with varying objectives, SDG&E and SoCalGas believe it would be most effective to 
focus the CPUC's risk informed GRC process on one objective: safety. A recommended content of the 
process aligned with key GRC milestones below highlights the application of the RAPP process through 
the GRC life cycle (Figure 4)

As discusseo, a i m

Figure 4 RAPP GRC Details
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In the near term, this process would establish a clear statewide goal for safety improvements, enable 
significant and methodical safety improvements by utilities, establish a standardized process and 
methodology used by all utilities in the state, and guarantee efficient use of utility and CPUC resources. 
Once the risk informed GRC process is well defined for safety, the inclusion of additional risk objectives 
can be added to future RAPP processes. In order to further improve safety, SDG&E and SoCalGas 
believe that the development and utilization of a State of Safety Scorecard would cause consistent use 
of best management practices throughout the California utility industry.
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